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March 2019 What If? 
What if one day, while searching the web for cute kitten videos, you stumble across a website listing 

a future price for each big cap US stocks. There is a disclaimer: 1) the price shown excludes the 

market, 2) the predicted price might be for any day from three to forty trading days out, and 3) the 

annual accuracy of predictions is 60%, but individual accuracy varies from 40% to 70%.  

As an equity portfolio manager, you have seen a lot of bad research and over-promising analytics, 

On the other hand, active management is under siege, and your job is no safer than anyone else’s. 

So, you play with the data for a few months on a spreadsheet. You subtract the future price from the 

current price to get price change excluding market.  You see two interesting things right away:  

▪ on any given day, the differences in price extend from stocks to their industry peers. No real 

surprise, you think, since all labels — value, momentum, industry – are just cohorts.  

▪ across a number of weeks the bubble of excess return — long or short — moves around a fair 

amount: from stock to stock, and therefore from industry to industry and from factor to factor.   

Now let’s say you are a Communications Services industry wonk in a large cap growth team. You are 

particularly interested in the stocks in your universe. You are disappointed to find that while there 

are times when the predictions are relevant to your research list, there is a lot more time when the 

predictions have nothing interesting to say about the stocks you know. Another thing that disturbs 

you is that these predictions change day by day. Your clients expect you to keep turnover under 50% 

a year, as they have for fifty years. Your holding periods are years, not weeks. 

One thing you like about the predictions is because they are stock-by-stock, they tell a stock-pickers 

story. You can see the rise and fall of enthusiasm for industries, the ebb and flow of rate fears, the 

influence of politics, taxes, trade wars, etc. It is no trick to see why prices are changing if you know 

where prices are changing.  

Inside your organization, this has no home: there are teams by style and industry, but this has none. 

There is a quant group, but they are all about top-down influences, and they trade in futures and 

ETFs with infrequent macro rebalancing. There is a hedge fund group with a stat arb team that 

trades intra-day and multi-strategy teams that are all about arbitrage and inside info on events.   

When you decide there is no home for this at your firm, you resolve to trade it in your own account.  

You set up two personal portfolios — a long-short and one based on the R1000. They deliver nice 

returns: a bit less than the volatility of the returns (excess returns for the long only), an IR of 0.9. 

With trading costs virtually nil in your employer-provided brokerage account, you start to trade the 

predictions once a day, every day. You run a simple program on your daily download of the 

predictions. You exclude every stock in your firm’s mid cap growth universe, and any time a stock 

has headline news (pot smoking CEO, meToo, or M&A) you kick it out. Anything hard to borrow, your 

broker kicks it out.  

When you look at all your assets quarterly (using index and product peer returns from work) you 

notice a few other attributes: 

▪ the returns are not correlated with any product or factor, 

▪ Liquidity is high: the broker is not complaining and there are no pesky small-caps.  
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▪ in both portfolios the returns are almost all from stock-picking of course, but the long-short 

portfolio can be buffeted by rotating factors.  

Over time, you find yourself putting more money into the long-only portfolio, because it is so much 

easier to construct and trade, and being unlevered, less volatile. 

Your compliance department loves your personal account: it holds tiny positions in a lot of stocks, 

excludes all your professional portfolio holdings, has no concentrated information-motivated trades, 

and any time they update the firm restricted list, the fix is immediate.  

Every year, as you download the website for the first time on New Year’s day, you are thankful for 

the access and grateful that this kind of thing never could fit in at a firm like yours.  

 


